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Recent advances in numerical modeling, satellite data, and coastal processes, together
with the rapid evolution of CMEMS products and the increasing pressures on coastal
zones, suggest the timeliness of extending such products toward the coast. The
CEASELESS EU H2020 project combines Sentinel and in-situ data with high-resolution
models to predict coastal hydrodynamics at a variety of scales, according to stakeholder
requirements. These predictions explicitly introduce land discharges into coastal
oceanography, addressing local conditioning, assimilation memory and anisotropic error
metrics taking into account the limited size of coastal domains. This article presents
and discusses the advances achieved by CEASELESS in exploring the performance
of coastal models, considering model resolution and domain scales, and assessing
error generation and propagation. The project has also evaluated how underlying model
uncertainties can be treated to comply with stakeholder requirements for a variety of
applications, from storm-induced risks to aquaculture, from renewable energy to water
quality. This has led to the refinement of a set of demonstrative applications, supported
by a software environment able to provide met-ocean data on demand. The article
ends with some remarks on the scientific, technical and application limits for CMEMSbased coastal products and how these products may be used to drive the extension of
CMEMS toward the coast, promoting a wider uptake of CMEMS-based predictions.
Keywords: oceanography, coastal and regional, coupled models, sentinel data, downscaling, coastal ocean
applications

Abbreviations: ABM, agent based model; ADCP, acoustic doppler current profiler; AMM7, 15, Atlantic margin model, at 7,
1.5 km resolution; CCLM, COSMO (Consortium for Small Scale Modelling) model in climate mode; CEASELESS, copernicus
evolution and applications with sentinel enhancements and land effluents for shores and seas; CFOSAT, Chinese-French
Oceanography Satellite; CFSR, climate forecast system reanalysis; CMEMS, copernicus marine environmental monitoring
system; COAWST, coupled-ocean-atmosphere-wave-sediment transport modeling system; ECMWF, European centre for
medium-range weather forecasts; ERA 5, ECMWF re-analysis 5; GCOAST, Geesthacht Coupled cOAstal model SysTem;
HFR, high frequency radar; HR, high resolution; L2, remote sensing level-2 products, geo-located geophysical products
derived from level-1; LAPS, local analysis and prediction system; LIDAR, light detection and ranging; NEMO, nucleus for
european modeling of the ocean; ROMS, regional ocean modeling system; RS, remote sensing; RVL, radial velocity; S1 /
S2 / S3 / S3A, Sentinel 1 /Sentinel 2 / Sentinel 3 / Sentinel 3A; SAR, synthetic aperture radar; SCHISM, Semi-implicit Crossscale Hydroscience Integrated System Model; SST, sea surface temperature; SWAN, simulating waves nearshore; WAM, wave
model; WRF, weather research and forecasting model.
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divided into 5 subsections: section “Evolution of Coastal Data
Conditioning” addresses the role and limitations of satellite and
in-situ data for calibrating coastal models with new knowledge
on coastal gradients and interactions; section “Coupled HighResolution Coastal Simulations” reviews the selected coastal
models for met-ocean fields, with emphasis on wind, waves,
currents and their feedbacks; section “Coastal Assimilation
and Error Control” analyses the generation and propagation
of errors in coastal domains, exploring the role of CMEMS
products in terms of boundary conditions, inner drivers and
calibration data; section “Advances on Parameterizations, Data
Collocation, and Interfacing” tackles the advances obtained on
parameterizations (e.g., wave boundary layer), data collocation
and interfacing; section “Limits and Recommendations for
Coastal Applications” presents a number of CEASELESS coastal
applications dealing with hydro-morphodynamic interactions,
water quality or renewable energy, the basis to discuss how
data interoperability and automated data flows can enhance the
demand for CMEMS-based products.

INTRODUCTION
Coastal metocean dynamics are typically characterized by tight
interactions among a wide range of hydrodynamic, wave, and
atmospheric processes (with scales ranging from 0.1 to 10 km
and from 0.1 s to several seasons or longer), modulated by topobathymetric gradients. In shallow water, the relative thickness
of surface and bottom boundary layers magnify the importance
of air-sea-bed interactions, which control local dynamics.
These interactions are mostly non-linear, and influence metocean predictions through several mechanisms, such as depthinduced wave breaking, topographic waves, up/downwelling,
or bathymetric evolution (e.g., Grifoll et al., 2016; Staneva
et al., 2017; Bonaldo et al., 2018), giving rise to a variety
of small- to meso-scale oceanographic features with a strong
spatial variability.
The presence of land discharges, supplying freshwater,
sediments, nutrient, and pollutants, contributes to the
development of strong horizontal and vertical interaction
gradients that, combined with bathymetric variations, may
also affect met-ocean dynamics at larger scales, conforming
the coastal zone as an active boundary layer (Stanev et al.,
2016). Examples of these interactions are the effects of sea
surface roughness or temperature on the coastal surface
wind velocity/direction, or the dramatic implications
of small-scale gradients on the predictability of intense
coastal phenomena, controlling water quality, and hazards
(e.g., Carniel et al., 2016).
The EU H2020 project CEASELESS (Copernicus Evolution
and Applications with Sentinel Enhancements and Land
Effluents for Shores and Seas) aims to enhance the coastal
dimension of CMEMS (Copernicus Marine Environmental
Monitoring System) by achieving a high-grade analysis of coastal
sea dynamics. For this analysis, a combination of Sentinel
information, in-situ coastal observations and met-ocean models
that explicitly consider the land boundary condition has been
applied to perform a coastal downscaling for a set of pilot cases.
These pilot cases, complementary in terms of met-ocean drivers
and applications, span from the North Sea to the Mediterranean
and have provided results to derive scientific, technical and
application criteria for a robust coupling of wind-wavecirculation models at high resolution and calibrated/validated
with satellite and in-situ data (Cavaleri et al., 2019a; Cerralbo
et al., 2019; Grifoll et al., 2019; Wiese et al., 2019). The project
has developed new coastal products that control error intervals
for irregular coastal domains, subject to non-linear interactions
and sharp gradients in metocean variables. This control has
implications for prediction limits, and the way they affect the
introduction of such predictions into coastal decision-making.
Summarizing, the research carried out within CEASELESS has
led to advances in model coupling, data collocation, error metrics,
process parameterizations, and coastal applications, summarized
in this article. The article structure follows the development of the
project, with the CEASELESS methodology set forth in section
“Methodology.” Section “Results” presents the main results
and section “Discussion” discusses and summarizes the project
achievements from the perspective of a CMEMS coastward
extension. For the sake of clarity, section “Results” is further
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Copernicus evolution and applications with sentinel
enhancements and land effluents for shores and seas has
explored the role of coastal processes in high-resolution (HR)
coupled oceanographic modeling, validated with in situ and
remote sensing (RS) data. Sentinel products, with advanced
retrieval capacities, have been used for the two-way validation
of Sentinel 1, 2, and 3 data (S1, S2, and S3, hereafter), exploring
in particular the potential and limitations for wave-currentsurge fields in coastal areas, and the validity of using Sentinel
sea-surface wind data as a driver for numerical forecasting of
severe storms. The analyzed Sentinel data include wind fields
from S1 and S3, significant wave heights (HS ) from S3, or sea
surface color from S2, amongst others. Equivalent products from
older satellites (CryoSat-2, Jason-2 and Saral-Altika, for instance;
see Figure 1) have been used to assess the quality improvement
provided by more recent Sentinel data (Wiese et al., 2018). For
this purpose, the new retracker SAMOSA++ (Dinardo et al.,
2020) has been assessed against coupled model simulations and
in-situ observations, analyzing the under-performance over
coastal waters (Moore et al., 2018; Fenoglio et al., 2021). The
new retracker profits from the extra-waveform information now
available out of the L1B SAR processing and conforms to a single
step retracker, allowing a seamless approach between ocean and
coastal domains.
Different coupled modeling suites, based on a structured
grid approach, have been applied to selected severe met-ocean
events in the different pilot sites. These numerical results
have been compared with unstructured grid models to assess
the performance of different coupling configurations. Table 1
provides the list of models and main metocean events considered
at each pilot site (Figure 2). Due to the presence of a land
border, co-registration, and fusion techniques have been adapted
for asymmetric domains. This has enhanced the benefit of
local assimilation for anisotropic and highly non-linear shallow
water processes, allowing a better quantification of coastal
2
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FIGURE 1 | QQ-Scatter plots of measured HS (in-situ GTS) versus remote sensing data from: (A) Sentinel-3A SAR, (B) Sentinel-3A RDSAR, (C) CryoSat-2 SAR,
(D) CryoSat-2 RDSAR, and (E) Jason-2. The comparison is for the period June to November, 2016. The QQ-plot is indicated by black crosses, the 45◦ reference
line by the blue line and the least-squares best fit line through the origin by the red line.

gradients. The analysis has been based on quantitative error
models and adapted triple collocation descriptors, suited for
characterizing the error spatial structure for a given coastal
geometry (Schulz-Stellenfleth and Staneva, 2019). This work has
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shown how the new Sentinel constellation allows a new level of
data assimilation for prognostic wave-circulation models (range
of hours to days). Prediction uncertainties, trying to comply
with often conflicting requirements from stakeholders, must be

3
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TABLE 1 | Summary of main metocean events considered at each CEASELESS pilot site, together with the models applied to analyze these events and the main
results obtained.
Metocean events considered

Models and methods applied

Main results obtained

Medicane Nump (14th–20th November,
2017) + 20 cases of severe metocean
weather with different characteristics

WRF stand-alone implementations forced by LAPS,
ingesting Sentinel-1 sea surface wind data.
Comparison versus observed data

Improved land surface fields due to Sentinel wind data
assimilation. Improved cyclone track and intensity
simulation

Adrian (Vaia) storm 29th October, 2018

ECMWF HR Tco1279 meteo model + WAM wave
model. Comparison versus “Acqua Alta” coastal
oceanographic tower and with ASCAT-B scatterometer

11% correction of Sirocco winds on the Adriatic Sea.
Role of waves in elevating coastal sea level.
Substantial sea-level variation with frontal winds

2007 Heavy precipitation event in the
Venetian mainland

WRF simulations based on different air-sea interactions,
including: (a) explicit coupling with COAWST waves,
ocean circulation and thermohaline processes; (b)
Stand-alone WRF forced by SST from different sources
and space/time resolution. Results compared against
rain gauges and C-Band radar data

Assessment of the effect of air-sea interactions and
small-scale SST features in coastal regions on convective
events dynamics. Discussion on the implications for
modeling parameterization and coupling strategies

Medicanes Rolf (West Med, 2011) and Ilona
(Med+Adriatic, 2014)

Set of WRF simulations based on different air-sea
interactions, including: (a) explicit coupling with waves
(Rolf), ocean circulation and thermohaline processes
(both), modeled with COAWST; (b) Stand-alone WRF
with different parameterizations and initialization.
Cyclone tracks used as a reference for the assessment
of model skills in the open sea

Medicane modeling sensitivity to air-sea interaction
description and model parameterization (microphysics,
planetary boundary layer). Improvements from model
coupling for coastal ocean dynamics. Suggestions for
model configuration, preferences and strategies

12 month period with altimeter and
modeled significant wave height (Hs) data

Altimeters: Cryosat, Jason-2, Jason-3, Sentinel-3
ECMWF High Resolution Tco1279 meteo model +
WAM model

Demonstration of up to 10% differences in long term Hs
statistics derived from different altimeters

A range of thresholds on vessel motions
imposed by potentially co-occurring wind
sea and swell waves, wind speed and
direction, tides and ocean currents, vessel
speed and orientation. Thresholds violation
at frequent modest conditions occurring
during passing low-pressure systems in the
North Sea

Ocean waves, currents and water levels from regional
North West Shelf CMEMS models. Winds from CFSR.
The vessel response was calculated using the
S-Omega model. Vessel tracks were modeled using the
Agent Based Model (ABM) in MIKE DHI marine
modeling complex. Sequential weather window analytic
calculations were done using the MOOD O&M software

Combined coastal CMEMS data, vessel response models,
ABM model, and weather windows analytics to calculate
weather windows considering risks for crew transfer to
monopile based on vessel bow motions and an index for
seasickness. Integration of satellite/in situ data for validation
and confidence

Wind resource mapping over European
seas and wakes of offshore wind farms
2002–2018

Analyses of wind patterns around offshore wind farms,
validation against in situ observations

SWAN with CFSR data forcing and 3 source terms: the
ones from Komen and Janssen and a wave boundary layer
model. Improved wind speed retrieval from SAR by
inter-calibration

Storm Britta with extreme HS observed at
FINO 1 (Larsén et al., 2017), a polar low
case 22nd–24th February 2004 (Du, 2017)
and two winter storm cases 28th
November 2015 and 12th August 2015

WRF-SWAN coupled modeling using 8 different
coupling approaches and SWAN with forcing from
CFSR data, and 3 source terms: the ones from Komen
and Janssen and a wave boundary layer model

Observed extreme HS at FINO 1 was not connected to
open cell structures (with gusty winds), but caused by
persistent strong winds and a long/undisturbed fetch over a
long period. The coupling with WBLM-method from Du
(2017) outperforms the other 7 types of coupling.

COAWST for coupling waves +current+ sediment
transport in nearshore domains. Predictions driven by
CMEMS and calibrated for one full year with field
campaigns. Improved simulations of temperature and
nutrient/pollutant concentrations, supporting the design
of “natural” water renovation by pulsed land discharges,
transient breaching and favorable wind fields

Coupling and high resolution interactions lead to improved
model performance. Differences in coupled versus
stand-alone simulations become important under energetic
conditions
Key sea level role for water renovation, controlled by wind,
atmospheric pressure, land discharges and seiching

GCOAST model system: wave model WAM, circulation
models NEMO (structured grid) and SCHISM
(unstructured grid), atmospheric model (CCLM). Data
assimilation framework with multiple collocation method

Improved coastal forecasting with S3 data. Synergies
between different data by merging in-situ, satellite and
coastal coupled model. Coastal error quantification by triple
collocation. Strategies for parameter optimization, lead to
improved metocean coupled forecasts during extremes

North Adriatic pilot

Danish Coast pilot

Catalan Coast
Several severe metocean conditions
associated to coastal wind jets. Implications
for open and semi-enclosed domains, such
as the southern Ebro Delta bay

German Bight
Sentinel-3 data availability period
(2016–2019) with focus on hydro
meteorological extremes over the North
Sea in January/February 2017

supported by a combination of different coastal data, which has
led to a set of criteria for optimising resolution and accuracy,
as a function of coastal distance. This combination requires an
objective definition of what is the coastal zone, understood as
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a region where land and marine factors influence the domain
dynamics, defining its boundaries in terms of the covariance
anisotropy. Because of the land-water boundary, the coastal
zone has been defined (Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2019) as the
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warning. This work has advanced the state of the art in coupled
modeling using structured grids (Staneva et al., 2017; Lewis et al.,
2019; Wu et al., 2019) and unstructured grids (e.g., Schloen et al.,
2017; Bolaños et al., 2018; Ràfols et al., 2019; Ricchi et al., 2019;
Stanev et al., 2019b; Lin-Ye et al., 2020). Such coupled models
have been applied for a representative range of metocean events,
exploring the potential/limits for coastal applications such as
aquaculture, harbor exploitation (Campos et al., 2019; Haid
et al., 2020), search-and-rescue operations (Staneva et al., 2018a),
renewable energy (Schulz-Stellenfleth and Staneva, 2019; Staneva
et al., 2019), or coastal risk assessments (Staneva et al., 2016;
Lin-Ye et al., 2020).

region where covariance for key metocean variables is clearly
anisotropic. The key variables selected include significant wave
height, wind velocity or current velocity, both from predicted
and measured fields. The project work has quantified the
benefits of data assimilation, for data with spatial (satellite) and
temporal structure (point time series), despite the limited coastal
memory (e.g., of order 1 day for wave fields). The CEASELESS
assessment of Sentinel data, in particular S3 altimeter wave height
measurements in coastal zones, has proved the value of this
data source for improving wave forecasting and a new level of
now-casting (Wiese et al., 2018).
Copernicus evolution and applications with sentinel
enhancements and land effluents for shores and seas results
have, thus, contributed to the advance of coastal oceanography,
enhancing the application of CMEMS-based products for
traditional and new stakeholders. The project has demonstrated
the technical feasibility and economic viability of a combined
satellite/in situ data exploitation, within a high-resolution
coupled modeling system as part of a future coastal service
extension in CMEMS. This demonstration has included severe
metocean events (Table 1), such as the Adrian storm (Venice
coast in 2018) or several consecutive storms in the German
Bight during 2017, illustrating the limits/challenges of coastal
met-ocean predictions and the role of Sentinel altimetry for early

RESULTS
Evolution of Coastal Data Conditioning
Coastal applications have proved the relevance of different S1,
S2, and S3 sensing modes and products, fostering the creation of
open access databases (e.g., https//satwinds.windenergy.dtu.dk),
used alike by experts (e.g., in meteorology and oceanography),
and stakeholders (e.g., renewable energy or aquaculture
applications). Metocean validations at the CEASELESS pilot
cases (Figure 2) have encompassed (Cerralbo et al., 2019;

FIGURE 2 | CEASELESS pilot cases: Mediterranean/North Atlantic offshore domains and coastal domains representing open/gulf coasts (Catalan/Northern Adriatic)
and estuary/inlet coasts (German Bight/Danish coast).
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Metocean assimilation has considered HR sea-surface wind
data from S1 and meteorological forecasts using the mesoscale atmospheric model WRF as well as the Local Analysis
and Prediction System (LAPS) code from NOAA. LAPS has
been designed for nowcasting purposes and allows a “hot start”
initialization of WRF (Cavaleri et al., 2019a; Ricchi et al., 2019).
The impact of S1 sea-surface wind data was evaluated for
20 case studies over the North Adriatic pilot case, spanning
complementary atmospheric conditions from 2014 to 2018
and including episodes of heavy precipitation and strong land
wind (Bora wind from the North/North-East in the North
Adriatic pilot). The WRF simulations have been compared with
an independent set of surface wind records provided by the
regional meso-network. Assimilation of S1 sea-surface wind has
shown the benefits in sea surface variables and accumulated
precipitation, filling the data gap in most coastal seas, poorly
covered with surface stations. These results prove how Sentinel
data can play a key role in better representing surface winds
near the coast, which is particularly relevant for tropical-like
cyclones in the Mediterranean (Medicanes), as illustrated by a
case study in the Ionian Sea in November 2017. The S1 wind
data assimilation for a specific Medicane improved both analyses
(wind speed at the initial time) and simulations (position of the
pressure minimum in the first 7 h of simulation), leading to a
better representation of local surface-wind structures over the
sea. Sentinel data can play here a unique role to monitor and
improve the prediction of cyclones, which according to climate
projections will affect European coastal seas with increasing
intensity. As a nowcasting tool, such detailed information on
wind speed will allow a better simulation of the position and
intensity of these cyclones that spend most of their lifetime over
the sea, where the availability of in-situ data is generally limited.
The use of Sentinel data can be critical to improve the analysis
and predictability of such cyclones, where the enhanced retrieval
of RS wind data and the existence of archived wind fields will
enable a two-way validation between Sentinel and forecasted
data. The ingestion of Sentinel sea-surface winds in wave-current
models has resulted in a direct benefit for nowcasting, particularly
for severe storms, providing a much-needed spatial structure
for coastal atmospheric fields that truly reflect the domain
anisotropy. CEASELESS has inter-compared S1, S3, and in situ
data for wave fields, evaluating the performance of a variety
of sensors, notably the S3A altimeter against other altimetry
products (CryoSat-2, Jason-3 and Saral-Altika) at coastal scales.
For this purpose, the new retracker SAMOSA++ (Dinardo et al.,
2020) has been assessed against coupled model simulations and
in-situ observations, analyzing the reported under-performance
over coastal waters (Moore et al., 2018). The new retracker profits
from the extra-waveform information now available out of the
L1B SAR processing and allows a seamless approach between
ocean and coastal domains. By way of illustration Figure 3
shows the application of the SAMOSA++ retracker to the
German Bight pilot case, in terms of the sea-level anomaly and
HS fields, as a function of distance to the coast. To account
for hydrodynamic complexity as a function of coastal distance,
wave models have incorporated surface currents using flexible
meshes (e.g., quadrilateral cells within a Spherical Multiple-Cell

e.g., Cavaleri et al., 2019b; Grifoll et al., 2019) wind fields from
S1 and S3, HS from S3 and sea surface color from S2, improving
retrieval algorithms and a wider uptake of RS products. Such
validations have resulted in: (a) improved wind retrieval from
SAR data through consistent processing, using new wind
direction inputs from ERA 5, and through inter-calibration of
radar backscatter observations between sensors; (b) two-way
calibration with numerical models and in situ measurements,
particularly high frequency radar data (HFR), which has been
facilitated by developing a suite of MATLAB and PYTHON
scripts for the combined assessment of Sentinel products, e.g.,
altimetry and SAR imagery (Du et al., 2019). Additionally, the
project has produced new RS datasets (e.g., coastal altimetry)
in netCDF format, compliant with the Climate Forecast (CF)
conventions, facilitating their uptake by numerical modellers
and coastal stakeholders (Schulz-Stellenfleth and Staneva, 2019).
The validation of S1 Level 2 RVL (ocean radial velocity)
products against HFR data has shown the limits of uncorrected
instrument effects, which prevent the direct exploitation of these
satellite data (Caballero et al., 2020; Rulent et al., 2020). S1
RVL products have a large potential for mapping across-track
surface currents, as proved by the combination of S1 Doppler
measurements and altimetry fields, in spite of large biases and
the lack of correction for wind-wave bias. However, these errors
can be reduced by correcting the RS data with the land effect
and the wind-wave bias; in the German Bight, using ECMWF
or S1 winds, the bias has been reduced to 0.08 m/s and the
root mean square error (RMSE) to about 0.4 m/s as compared
against the HFR. The comparison of S3A wind-wave and sealevel products against Jason 3 at the four CEASELESS pilot cases
has shown that S3A presents a smaller bias than Jason. Within
the first 10 km off the coast, the bias of the S3A significant wave
height is reduced by 0.08 m and the correlation is increased
by 10% compared to that for Jason (Wiese et al., 2018). No
consistent bias in sea-level has been observed for neither the
North Sea nor the Mediterranean. The comparison of S3A total
water level against coupled wave-current forecasts shows very
good agreement, with discrepancies below 0.2 m on a monthly
average (Staneva et al., 2018b).
Decorrelation of sea level, wind and wave variables (based
on altimeter synergies) shows that HS presents a larger range
of spatial decorrelation, with scales ranging from 50 km for
the Denmark pilot case to 120 km for the North Adriatic
pilot case. In contrast, the sea surface height anomaly shows
smaller spatial decorrelation lengths, ranging from 17 km for
the Catalan sea to 60 km for the North Adriatic Sea. The
decorrelation scales of wind speed are very consistent between
all CEASELESS pilot cases, with a value around 30 km. However,
there is a clearly different behavior (Cerralbo et al., 2019;
Tomaselli et al., 2021) between the two Mediterranean regions
(Adriatic and Catalan coast) and the Danish pilot regarding
the temporal decorrelation. Mediterranean sites present longer
decorrelation times for sea level than for wave height or wind
speed. However, for the Denmark pilot case the behavior is
the reverse. Such variations can be attributed to differences in
metocean patterns and, thus memory scales, between North Sea
and Mediterranean pilot cases.
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FIGURE 3 | Sea level anomaly (SLA) standard deviation (STD) in 200 m bins (left) and 20 Hz median significant wave height – SWH – (right) as a function of
distance to the coast, for retrackers SAMOSA++ (black curve), SAMOSA+ (red curve), together with SAR Marine (blue curve), and numerically simulated data
(GCOAST model – green curve). NP stands for number of points (adjusted from Dinardo et al., 2020).

the role of coastal spatial heterogeneities and limited size
of available samples (Schulz-Stellenfleth and Staneva, 2019).
Sentinel altimetry, in its early stages, provided only limited
size samples, hampering the derivation of statistically significant
conclusions on spatial error structures. The effects of geometry
(topography and bathymetry) on error structures has become
apparent from the different pilot cases, pointing at the need to
consider coastal zone geometry and variance intensity (SánchezArcilla et al., 2019), as a function of coastal distance to assess
error structures. In spite of such limitations, the decreasing
return cycle of Sentinel (for instance, S1 sea surface velocity data
with a return cycle of 12 days) has allowed an assessment of
spatial distributions, even though the intertidal time scales (e.g.,
North Sea pilot cases) cannot be resolved. These results suggest
combining satellite data with numerical models (Wiese et al.,
2018) to validate longer-term dynamics, where spatial structures
and temporal trends can be better established from present data.
Optical S2 data (e.g., Soomets et al., 2020) have been
analyzed as aggregators of water quality and dynamics, related
to suspended matter and Chlorophyll-a patterns, leading thus
to integrated calibrations. Shallow water S2 derived bathymetry
and morphodynamic evolution has been considered (Bolaños
et al., 2018) as another aggregator of metocean forcings, with
further added value for research and applications when used
in combination with S1 and S3 data. These coastal “state”
products have led to a newly developed approach in which
a cloud-based environment, coupled with a machine learning
algorithm, has been used to analyze long-term (up to decadal
scale including Landsat data where necessary) and shortterm dynamics, reflecting the coastal response at these scales.
This is illustrated in Figure 4, which compares the satellite
derived bathymetry (left) with the EMODnet bathymetric field
(right) for part of the German Bight pilot site, in which
the water depth and transparency allowed a more robust
recovery of S2 data. Satellite-derived suspended sediment and
nearshore evolution have been explored in the Ebro Delta
pilot case, illustrating another application for this S2 product.
S2 performance, in terms of total suspended matter (TSM)

grid), thus enabling the computationally efficient mapping from
unstructured to regular grids required by variational assimilation
packages (Li, 2012). Such flexible discretization has allowed
the analysis of assimilation schemes depending on spatial and
directional anisotropy, estimating background error magnitudes
and length-scales. The obtained results show how accounting for
spatial anisotropy has positive effects for assimilation, although
the resulting benefits were limited in time due to the short length
scales and limited time memory typical for coastal domains.
By comparing Sentinel data to older satellite products (Wiese
et al., 2018) it has been established that, during extreme
events with HS exceeding 5.0 m, RS and in-situ data show
a good match, although satellites tend to overestimate in-situ
measurements, especially S3A SAR and both CryoSat-2 products
(Figure 1). Observations and numerical simulations tend to
show larger discrepancies for shallow water regions, due to
non-linear processes, inconsistent bathymetry or mismatch in
the frequency band compared. For low frequencies, floating
met-ocean buoys follow the wave motion sufficiently well,
whereas models show an underestimation of energy. However,
at high frequencies in-situ floating measurements have to be
treated carefully since error profiles may show relevant peaks
when the buoy resonance falls close to the driving metocean
forcings. Model conditioning, based on assimilating RS/in-situ
data as a Bayesian (conditional) estimation problem (Desamsetti
et al., 2019), benefits from considering spatially distributed
observations (for spatial structure) and high resolution time
series (for temporal structure). The assimilation should consider
bulk variables (e.g., significant wave height) and physically
key properties, such as spectral tails, because well reproduced
tails indicate a physically correct balance between generation
and dissipation, adding reliability to the conditioning. Such a
frequency analysis facilitates adapting assimilation methods to
the wave frequency bands more relevant for the application
considered, since state-of-art assimilation methods for altimeter
data are mainly based on integral quantities, such as HS .
Coastal error quantification has been addressed by triple
collocation (model, in-situ and altimeter data), revealing
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FIGURE 4 | Illustration of the higher level of detail resulting from a S2 derived bathymetry (left) when compared to the widely used EMODnet bathymetry (right). The
example shown is from the German part of the Wadden Sea, inside the corresponding CEASELESS pilot area.

to improved climatologies and atlases of metocean parameters
for coastal seas.

has been thus evaluated for Mediterranean conditions, using
the Ebro Delta southern bay (Figure 5) as pilot application
and retrieving TSM under strong NW winds and under
calm conditions. The image shows how the strong landwind from the NW (Mestral) substantially increases TSM
concentrations in the Southeast shallow edges of the bay,
controlling the subsequent advection of fine sediment toward
shelf waters. Under calm conditions the values of TSM decrease
significantly, leaving the river plume as the main source for
suspended sediment.
Although satellite observations are available in two
“horizontal” dimensions, characterising free surface patterns,
for many applications it is necessary to include vertical structure
through a synergetic mixture of satellite data with in situ
observations (e.g., profiling LIDAR’s or ADCP’s). Such a
combination, supplemented by 3D modeling outputs, can
lead to 3D metocean fields where data merging appears as
a promising solution. This approach has been applied to
combine daily scatterometer wind observations with SAR data,
presenting higher detail but more limited spatial coverage.
Various strategies to merge data and simulations as a function
of metocean conditions and domain geometry have been
explored for the pilot cases, assessing the extrapolation
potential for other coastal seas. Merging for areas with high
sea surface temperature may require tuned parameterizations
and enhanced air-sea exchanges, when compared to typical
bulk parameterizations. These constraints, consistently applied
to data and simulations have been based on multi-sensor
validations, combining RS, buoy and HFR information. Data
merging, spanning depths from 700 m to 30 m (e.g., Catalan
coast case), has highlighted the importance of associating each
variable to its prevailing variation intervals, relating intensity
(e.g., surface height) to depth or directional sector. Such
merged results have shown how RS data products may provide
an important and often missing component in coastal data,
effectively linking sparse in-situ measurements with modeled
fields by adding a spatial structure to point observations.
Combined Sentinel data (1, 2, and 3), aggregating multiple SAR
sensors operating at different wavelengths, should be added
to existing European datasets (available through Copernicus),
improving temporal coverage and resolution, which would lead

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Coupled High-Resolution Coastal
Simulations
Coupled coastal simulations require new coupling
parameterizations and an objective definition of domain
boundaries for application, considering dominant physical
processes, numerical restrictions, and practical requirements for
each pilot site. Shallow water domains demand a particular focus
on interface parameterizations, both at sea surface and seabed
(Staneva et al., 2016, 2017). Pilot case results show that the
optimal configuration depends on problem specific issues such as
geometry, scale of relevant phenomena and numerical technique
employed, with clear advantages for coupled over uncoupled
approaches for sufficiently energetic conditions (Staneva et al.,
2021). Coupling terms should be adapted to metocean and
geometry conditions, looking for consistent interactions across
scales, such as for instance, the transfer of heat and momentum
at the air-sea interface, that should be appropriate for considered
climatology (Komen et al., 1984; Breivik et al., 2015; Staneva
et al., 2018b; Wu et al., 2019). An accurate reproduction of
interaction processes always benefits from local knowledge, using
local datasets to compensate for the incomplete control over
these interactions and to overcome the history of stand-alone
model (atmospheric and oceanographic) calibration (Walters
et al., 2015, 2019; Wiese et al., 2019; Li et al., 2021). In fact,
most atmospheric and oceanographic models implemented
in coupled configurations result from long-term calibrations
performed mostly under uncoupled conditions (e.g., Lionello
et al., 1992; Skamarock et al., 2008; Staneva et al., 2015). This
means that the main effects of the interactions (Sakamoto et al.,
2019), not explicitly reproduced in the uncoupled conditions,
were accounted for by ad-hoc parameterizations (Li et al., 2021).
For this reason, huge improvements in coupled experiments,
compared to stand-alone analysis, should not be automatically
expected at this early stage of the coupling development (Cavaleri
et al., 2019b; Cerralbo et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2019; Saulter et al.,
2020; Wiese et al., 2020). Instead, some decreases in the coupled
modeling skills should be counterintuitively anticipated, due to
some overshooting in the explicit description of processes that
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FIGURE 5 | Total Suspended Matter (TSM in mg/l) in the Ebro delta southern bay, derived from Sentinel-2 data for two different scenarios: NW winds (left panel:
27th December, 2017) and calm conditions (right panel: 15th February, 2018). The images depict the TSM originating from local resuspension and irrigation
discharges – within the bay domain – plus the TSM contributed by the main river mouth (not shown) located above the figure domain.

underlying requirement is a model resolution able to provide
an appropriate description of internal cyclone structure, of the
order of a few km or less (Ricchi et al., 2017, 2019). Surface
wind stresses and heat fluxes are among the main drivers for
upper ocean dynamics, including thermodynamics, particularly
in shallow water domains, where uncertainties in air-sea fluxes
are crucial for robust coastal simulations (Huber and Zanna,
2017). The uncertainties in bulk algorithms for air-sea exchanges
can lead to a large spread in results, shown by differences
in sea-surface temperature (Mallick et al., 2018) and a warm
bias under temperature gradient conditions. Air-sea interactions
may result in important differences for local temperatures,
wind velocities or wave/current fields over the continental shelf,
particularly for wind jets blowing from land (Renault et al.,
2017; Ràfols et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020). The presence of
free surface irregularities, such as wind-generated waves, affects
sea surface roughness, enhancing heat fluxes and surface wind
drag and, as a result, the complexity of the simulations. The
“right” level of complexity should be included in the air-sea
flux algorithms if coupled modeling is to properly reproduce the
heat available to maintain the low-pressure centre or the analysis
of wind jets (Ràfols et al., 2019). The incorporation of such
concentrated forcings illustrates how metocean interactions will
lead to improved model performance, where the differences in
coupled versus stand-alone simulations become important under
energetic conditions. Wave surface roughness reduces wind
speed and may modifies pressure gradients even for low wind
speeds (Figure 6), extending upward within the atmospheric
boundary layer. The largest differences have been found at the

were already accounted for implicitly in the stand-alone model
calibration. CEASELESS results demonstrated that, although the
outcomes of coupled modeling strategies are already satisfactory,
a longer-term effort is required to fully exploit their potential.
The role of precipitation, a sensitive variable in coupled
model assessments, was investigated for a heavy precipitation
event (Davolio et al., 2009) over the Venetian mainland for the
North Adriatic pilot case. Metocean coupled runs showed that,
an accurate description of sea surface temperature patterns upwind of the storm, can be crucial to reproduce the atmospheric
settings that control precipitation intensity and location (Ricchi
et al., 2018). The potential for low-level air particles to trigger
convection depends strongly on the 3D atmospheric structure,
and the stationarity of the event is a delicate balance between
wind blowing from sea and the background circulation over the
mainland. Similar conditions affected both the North Adriatic
and Catalan coast pilot cases in 2019, showing how Medicanes
can constitute a major source of hazard for coastal regions.
These cyclones are characterized by a barotropic structure, with
a warm core surrounded by structured and spiral convection,
with sustained winds over 100 km/h (Miglietta and Rotunno,
2019). Present knowledge shows some limitations to capture
atmospheric pressure gradients associated to the deepening of
low pressure centres, the resulting low centre trajectory or the
role played by air-sea interactions. Overcoming these limitations
requires a combined multi-physics ensemble supported by
atmosphere-ocean coupled modeling (Ricchi et al., 2019).
Coupled metocean simulations improve sea surface fluxes and,
therefore, the predictability of cyclone track and intensity. The
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FIGURE 6 | Absolute values of roughness length variations (A), mean sea level pressures MSLP (B), and 10 m wind speed (C) for the regional stand-alone
(reference) model simulations (contours). The color coding indicates the differences between the coupled and reference model simulations in the North Sea pilot
domain during a sample storm on 13th January, 2017 at 12:00 UTC.

depths and improves wave period predictions. This affects the
quality of sediment transport predictions, such as resuspension
events (Figure 7). An accurate evaluation of bed shear stresses
within the studied domain, a restricted coastal bay, requires
considering these improved air-sea interactions plus local windwave generation and quasi-stationary standing wave patterns due
to seiching resonance. The error structures for such restricted
domains also reflect geometrical dimensions and dominant
wavelengths, which should be considered in calibration and
assimilation to account for coastal heteroscedasticity.
The synergy between model simulations and Sentinel data,
supported by in-situ observations, is a key element for assessing
coastal metocean coupling under macro-tidal and high wave
energy conditions. Coupled models tend to outperform standalone versions, as analyzed for the German Bight pilot case,
based on the NEMO and WAM codes for circulation and
waves, respectively, using the OASIS3-MCT coupler. Sea surface
roughness, wave-current interactions and turbulence levels have
shown their impact on surge predictions (Staneva et al., 2021) and
error patterns have been derived from a simultaneous treatment
of Eulerian fields and Lagrangian trajectories. This simultaneous
analysis, comparing the contributions from Eulerian near surface

warm front location, proving the need to adequately capture the
sharp gradients and fronts, typically found in coastal domains
(Wiese et al., 2019).
Copernicus evolution and applications with sentinel
enhancements and land effluents for shores and seas has
explored the trade-off between spatial resolution and noise in
the description of nearshore dynamics, based on Sentinel and
in-situ data under calm and storm conditions. The analysis
of L2 products provided by Copernicus has shown how low
frequency (1 Hz) data may provide a good description of storm
conditions in the open sea, whereas unrealistic patterns may
appear at distances smaller than 10 Km from the coastline.
However, the higher frequency (20 Hz) data may exhibit noisier
patterns at large distances from the coast (farther than 20
Km) but good capabilities near the shore, suggesting that the
variability at these higher frequencies may be associated with the
sampling process, in addition to other geophysical reasons. An
improvement of air-sea flux exchanges leads to higher robustness
in metocean results, as demonstrated by COAWST simulations
in the Catalan coast site executed with a 350 m mesh (Garcia
Sotillo et al., 2020; Mestres et al., 2020). Moreover, accounting for
wave-enhanced surface stresses provides enlarged mixed-layer
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 7 | Distribution of bottom shear stresses under sea breeze (from E, left column, corresponding to boxes A,C,E) and land wind (from NW, right column,
corresponding to boxes B,D,F). The presented bottom shear stress spatial distributions correspond to 3D circulation (boxes A,B), incoming wave fields (boxes C,D)
and the nonlinear combination of wave-circulation fields (boxes E,F). All plots represent the Alfacs Bay in the southern Ebro delta within the Catalan coast pilot case,
and for clarity all plots are drawn in logarithmic scale (in 10 Pa).

regular grid configuration (AMM7, 7 km cells). The comparison
is based on conventional error metrics, in this case normalized
RMSE, where the normalizing factor is the standard deviation
of observations. The main parameter verified is significant wave
height, for a 2-year hindcast interval against observed data. In
open waters there is little difference between the two models, but
grid effects become much more substantial in the coastal zone,
with the refined grid model generally performing better. At a
number of coastal sites, where the AMM15 model performance
degrades, dominant process scales (e.g., due to strong current
shear in the Bristol Channel or morphological wetting and drying

current, direct wind drag and Stokes drift, has allowed assessing
how their respective distributions can explain anomalous
transport both near the surface and in depth (Stanev et al.,
2019a; Staneva et al., 2021). Error dependence on numerical
grid size and type becomes relevant for shallow water areas
with sharp gradients and it has been tested with a variety of
codes for waves (WAM, SWAN, or WAVEWATCH III) and
currents (NEMO or ROMS). Figure 8 shows an example where
the performance of a WAVEWATCH III model with a variable
grid (AMM15, 3 km cells offshore refined to 1.5 km at the
coast, atmospheric forcing at 1 h) is compared against a coarser
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 8 | Relative change in normalized root-mean-square error (RMSE) of significant wave height (denoted VHM0 following CMEMS variable naming convention)
compared with in-situ observations for 3–1.5 km versus 7 km WAVEWATCH III models (AMM15 and AMM7, respectively). The error shows a degradation in
performance in red and an improvement in performance in blue, where AMM15 NRMSE changes relative to AMM7 NRMSE. The increasing resolution has a largely
neutral impact in open waters, while for coastal zone predictions a majority of in-situ sites verify better for the AMM15 model.

wave conditions. Coastal error metrics should thus reflect
preferential correlations, spectral features, and troublesome
directional sectors, which may lead to augmented uncertainty by
non-linear interactions.
Coastal error patterns are controlled by physical processes,
numerical schemes, domain geometry (topo-bathymetry) and
energetic level of the metocean event considered. Of these,
wind fields, and heat fluxes remain responsible for a large
part of the error bar in the pilot cases without significant
freshwater discharges such as the Mediterranean pilot cases
during specific summer seasons (Feng and Shinoda, 2019; Marra
et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020). For different metocean conditions
or in different pilot cases, initialization, salinity/temperature and
bathymetric evolution, affected by land/metocean conditions,
may provide significant contributions to the error (Wiese et al.,
2020). The uncertainty of atmospheric parameters and airsea transfers expands within wave and circulation models in
a complicated manner, depending on local parameterizations
and numerical techniques. Numerical discretization is related
to dissipation levels, where combined physical and numerical
diffusivities tend to smooth error propagation. Resulting error
bars are reduced by the cumulative character of meteorological
forcing, but increase by the limited resolution of meteo forcings.
CEASELESS simulations driven by 6-hourly ECMWF fields
have illustrated the increase in uncertainty for fast developing
storms (e.g., in the Mediterranean, with an average duration
of 12 h), while the use of forecasts with higher time and
spatial resolution (using ECMWF operational global model of
9 km as reference) leads to improved predictions, particularly
for underestimated offshore winds. The “traditional” wind
enhancement coefficient (Cavaleri and Bertotti, 2004) decreases
with increasing meteorological resolution and can be refined
within a given coastal domain and depending on directional

in the Wash and Thames approaches) are below the resolution of
both models. The variable grid AMM15 wave model now forms
the basis for operational wave forecast products delivered by the
Met Office for both United Kingdom waters and the CMEMS
Northwest European Shelf service.

Coastal Assimilation and Error Control
Modeling skills for coastal domains have improved with data
assimilation, provided the observations have enough spatial
structure, as in the case of satellite data. Performed simulations
show how assimilation increases forecast skill over lead times
up to 12 h, both for offshore and coastal zones. For HS , this
impact was a 0.05–0.10 m improvement in RMSE for offshore
locations in the North Sea pilot case. Such an improvement
resulted in up to 0.03 m error reductions for coastal areas
(Figure 9). A sensitivity analysis, combining in-situ observations
from offshore and coastal deployments plus altimeter data,
suggested that the longer-lived skill improvements, versus a
free running control experiment, were underpinned by broad
scale assimilation of altimeter data in the offshore domain.
Addition of offshore in-situ data also introduced a significant
improvement, but only for the first few hours of forecast.
A similar, but even more short-lived benefit, was found when
extending assimilation to in-situ coastal observations, although
the benefit can become more significant for evolving (in space,
time and frequency) metocean fields, often validated by a
limited number of in-situ deployments or by satellite data with
a limited time coverage. Error quantification, which requires
extrapolations/interpolations with seldom estimated effects, is
normally referred to integral quantities, while local (coastal)
assessments usually require an error distribution in time, space
and frequency axes to comply with application needs, such as
two wave directions for longshore transport under bi-modal
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 9 | RMSE for significant wave height predictions in the North Sea pilot case, corresponding to the North Sea domain (top left), the Atlantic approaching
area (top right), the UK East Coast (bottom left) and the UK South Coast (bottom right). The three analyzed numerical experiments have been inter-compared to
show how they can help controlling the RMSE. Each of the panels present: model run without data assimilation (amm15s, black dashed line); model run with
assimilation of satellite altimeter and in-situ wave observations in open water (amm15s-acma-ig05, gold line); model run with assimilation of satellite altimeter and
in-situ wave observations covering both open and coastal waters (amm15s-aext-cg05, green line).

the North Adriatic pilot case, with Sentinel wind data ingested
into a local analysis and prediction (LAPS) system (McGinley
et al., 1992; Tiesi et al., 2016) to generate initial conditions for
high-resolution WRF simulations. These runs, with 2 km grid
spacing, have spanned 20 events of severe weather conditions,
showing a sensible improvement in the first 7–10 h of simulation
for surface variables and cumulated precipitation. Circulation
results show RMSE between analysis and HFR patterns ranging
from 0.10 to 0.15 m/s in general, although higher deviations
are present in very shallow areas due to bathymetric errors
in the modeling.
Coastal metocean data suffers from a limited spatial
coverage, thus receiving less attention than open ocean
conditioning. Experience before CEASELESS considered
that coastal assimilation had a limited impact for improving
global predictions, particularly at coarse resolution. However,
the amount of coastal in-situ data has increased steadily
and model resolutions have become finer, allowing a robust
assessment of assimilation benefits for coastal predictions.
Enhanced assimilation techniques (e.g., Belyaev et al., 2019;

sector, because the problem is associated to fetch. Such a
behavior was confirmed (Cavaleri et al., 2019a) for the Adrian
storm (named Vaia in Italy) in October 2018 (Figure 10),
when the south-east Sirocco wind was blowing along the
Adriatic Sea, as shown by ASCAT-b scatterometer pictures
of the storm (local) wind field. The comparison between
model results and measured data (Figure 10) shows a
best-fit underestimate of order 11% for wind speed, with
directions differing on average by less than 2 degrees.
The use of “corrected” winds by an enhancement factor
may lead, thus, to smaller coastal errors when predicting
waves and surges.
The accuracy of atmospheric fields has been improved by
limited area models, initialized with mesoscale data assimilation
procedures. Regardless of the assimilation technique employed
for convective scale numerical weather prediction, the ingestion
of data from local measurements and high-resolution RS
retrievals, have improved forecast quality, compared to
conventional downscaling (e.g., Gustafsson et al., 2018). The
role of local features at high resolution has been considered over
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FIGURE 10 | Wind field derived from ASCAT-B scatterometer in the evening of 29th October, 2018 over the Adriatic Sea pilot (left), and comparison between
modeled and measured wind speed values for that event (right).

data assimilation and to the collocated in-situ measurements,
respectively. This index describes the role of assimilated data in
reducing random model errors when compared to the free run
without assimilation. Therefore, the higher the RER value is, the
more effective the assimilation data are.
The evolution of significant wave height error (RER, RMSE,
or similar metrics) has been computed for the assimilation
experiments, comparing the runs with (in-situ and remote)
and without data assimilation for October 2018 (Figure 11).
Because in-situ buoy data have been already assimilated, the
random error reduction for buoy data and the combined buoyaltimeter assimilation shoot up at the analysis time to values
around 44%. Due to the limited geographical coverage of insitu data and proximity to the coast, their impact diminishes
faster than the impact from altimeter data, although the addition
of in-situ data to altimeter data has a beneficial effect on the
forecast. The analysis has also shown how assimilation reduces
the error in wave period predictions. The impact of in-situ
assimilation for mean wave period lasts more than 37 h in
the forecast range and therefore adding in-situ wave data to
altimeter wave data again improves short-range coastal forecasts.
The combination of both data sources appears to be additive
and, as more in-situ data become available, in particular from
recent drifting buoys, further benefits for operational systems
might be produced. The system memory in this global application
was found to be substantially longer than in the coastal case.
Nevertheless, the additive improvement from using in-situ data
combined with satellite data, has been systematically observed
in both cases, suggesting the important role of in-situ data in
forecast applications at ocean scales, rapidly cycling now-casts
and reanalysis products at both ocean and coastal scales.
Assimilation improvements can be referred to specific
temporal/spatial regions, to predefined frequency bands or to

De Mey-Frémaux et al., 2019) and model-to-model ‘data
assimilation’ is now gaining attention in the scientific literature,
applied for instance to ingest coastal model data into larger
scale models. The assessments carried out for wave fields,
using stand-alone wave model experiments, employed the
28 km resolution ECMWF global model (ECMWF, 2019) and
forcing wind fields from the operational ECMWF forecasts.
Initial conditions were extracted from a long-term stand-alone
wave height forecast, while data assimilation was based on
optimum assimilation (Abdalla and Janssen, 2017), using an
equal-specification background error for in-situ and altimeter
data. Hourly continuous analysis windows were used and
7-day forecasts (from 0 and 12 UTC) were produced to study
the impact of data assimilation on forecast quality. In-situ
measurements from October 2018, available at ECMWF, were
carefully selected and quality controlled, yielding 199.766 insitu data from 355 individual measuring stations. Performed
numerical experiments correspond to: (a) no data; (b) in-situ
data assimilation; (c) altimeter data combined with in-situ data
assimilation. The RS data involved all altimeters available at
the time of the study (S3A, Jason-3, Jason-2, CryoSat-2, and
Saral-Altika). Model verification was done using peak period
and mean wave period in-situ data, since HS was used in the
assimilation and no longer constituted an independent dataset.
The impact of assimilation has been evaluated using
conventional metrics and the Random Error Reduction index
(RER), a particularly robust parameter that is defined as:
RER = 100∗ (SDDH-B − SDDM-B )/SDDH-B

(1)

Here SDDX−Y is the standard deviation of the difference
between the X and Y fields, and subscripts H, M, and B refer
to the hindcast without data assimilation, the model run with
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FIGURE 11 | Random error reduction in significant wave height HS (left) and mean wave period (right) from all performed experiments compared to the experiment
without data assimilation, verified with all available in-situ data for the whole month of October 2018. Note that the random error reduction by in-situ-assimilation and
the combined in-situ-altimeter assimilation shoot up at analysis times to the depicted values.

aggregated variables (e.g., HS or eddy energy), showing different
levels of benefit and duration. The zero-order spectral error,
that is the average over frequencies and directions of the
differences between forecast spectral density (EF ) and observed
spectral density (EO ), is proportional to the error of the squared
significant wave height, where σ indicates the variance for
characterising energy):
ZZ σR
1
4E =
(Ef − Eo )dσdθ ∝ 4HS2
(2)
2π(σR − σL ) σL

(e.g., poorly estimated bottom friction) it is indeed feasible to
improve the quality of such coastal predictions. Forecasting
diagnosis will require dedicated metrics, normally related to
spectral descriptions for waves or specific patterns in the current
or atmospheric fields, although many stakeholders still prefer
conventional metrics (e.g., RMSE) or applications for derived
variables, where non-linearity and combinations of original
variables (e.g., wave height and period for wave steepness)
introduces further complexities in error propagation.

Advances on Parameterizations, Data
Collocation and Interfacing

Which upon averaging becomes:
h4H 2 i = 2hHo 4HS i + h(4HS )2 i

(3)

Comparing RS and in-situ observations with simulations, at
coastal scales, has led to advances based on triple collocation,
that aim to circumvent issues due to scarce data (e.g., from
new satellites like S3). Because of coastal anisotropy and
gradients, the lack of data tends to enhance uncertainties in the
estimation of heterogeneous errors. High resolution simulations
and observations have required developing statistical approaches
to estimate uncertainties for different variables, preferably as
a function of distance to land, or for restricted domains
with low signal-to-noise ratios. Model coupling, considering
dominant scales and process interactions, has allowed important
improvements in the predictions, particularly for high energy
events. Air-sea exchanges have been addressed by implementing
a wave boundary layer model inside spectral wave models.
This wave boundary layer is based on momentum conservation,
with the wind input provided by the WRF atmospheric model.
Turbulent stresses are used to calculate the source function
in the wave model (SWAN) and, from this, wave induced
stresses have been derived and fed back into the momentum
conservation equations. The resulting total stress is transferred
back to the atmospheric model (Du et al., 2017, 2019), performing
a comparison with other state-of-the-art coupling approaches,
including Taylor and Yelland (2001), Oost et al. (2002), Drennan
et al. (2003), Li (2011), and Fan et al. (2012). The associated

Hence, at least to lower order, the correct information on
the model error is given by the weighted error of HS , with
integrated errors in spectral density resulting in both HS error
(Ho baseline value) and uncertainty, affecting the modeling skills
for low energy sea states. Moreover, heteroscedastic errors in
the wave height may translate into non-heteroscedastic energy
errors, affecting sediment transport or renewable energy. If the
1HS distribution is not narrow, the RMSE for the wave height
must be included. This means that it is necessary to have error
and uncertainty for fields like wave height, when describing
the first order moment of the energy error distribution, and
that higher order moments are needed to describe the actual
model uncertainty.
Repeating the approach for the RMSE of the zero spectral
moment results in:
2

h(4HS2 ) i = 4hHo 2 (4HS )2 i + 4hHo (4HS )3 i + h(4HS )4 i (4)
Here, the scales of the baseline (observational or forecasted) enter
the equation and therefore participate in the skill assessment.
The performed analyses have shown how assimilation makes
sense, even for a coastal system with a short memory due to its
constrained domain geometry. By correcting systematic errors
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The predicted wave height gradients, also observed in in-situ data
and CMEMS products (AMM15) for the German Bight coastal
area, have been analyzed using triple collocation to separate
different error sources and to assess modeling performance. The
spatial structure derived from Sentinel altimeter data has allowed
determining a regional picture of the wave height field that,
when combined with regional oceanographic models, has served
to optimize the representation of wave growth and dissipation
processes near the coast.
Error reduction, by combining RS and modeled data, is a key
element for enhanced coastal applications and the optimization
of coastal observatories. The benefit from new measurements
depends largely on the type of model errors that can be
potentially corrected in subsequent analyses. In shallow water
areas, coastal complexities such as an evolving bathymetry,
bottom friction associated to bed roughness, or topo-bathymetric
gradients, hamper the error assessment, particularly for short
fetch conditions. In addition, the method used to combine
boundary forcings (e.g., current velocities and water levels) from
different sources has proved to have a large impact in constrained
coastal domains. In cases with sharp atmospheric gradients (e.g.,
topographic wind channeling), air-sea interactions may affect the
quality of the predictions, requiring assimilation of satellite data
that can provide unique information on the spatial structure for
these fields. Such an assimilation was performed in the German
Bight using a 4D variational approach for model optimization,
resulting in an improvement of model parameters and trajectory
predictions. This type of forecasting error reduction is a

advances in circulation modeling have been assessed from the
analysis of particle transport driven by coupled wave-currentatmospheric models (Staneva et al., 2021).
The methodology for assessing simulation quality includes a
combination of Lagrangian and Eulerian experiments, enabling
the intercomparison of (observed) distinctive features such
as anomalous gradients, transport patterns, and circulation
reversals. These reversals have been considered for near surface
and deeper layers, analyzing their longer-term implications.
Particle tracking has been calibrated using observed GPS
drifter movement and Lagrangian trajectories, supported by
observations from wooden drifters. The contributions from
the Eulerian near-surface current, direct wind drag, and
Stokes drift have been quantified (Figure 12), analyzing the
propagation of model drifters and the spatial patterns of coupled
current-wave-wind fields, supported by sensitivity experiments
using different parameterizations for wave-current interactions.
Coupled metocean predictions, including the wave boundary
layer model as a new wind source function for wave codes,
have allowed assessing short wave sheltering by the presence
of long waves, and calculating wind profiles within the wave
boundary layer that differ from logarithmic ones, suggesting a
way to circumvent some of the drawbacks of the Janssen (1991)
approach. These advances, based on different codes and closure
formulations, have been evaluated against Sentinel and buoy data.
Observed coastal gradients, with implications for coastal risk
forecasting associated to flooding or search/rescue operations,
have been investigated for energetic meteorological conditions.

FIGURE 12 | Comparisons of surface drift trajectories derived from analyzed model runs (blue trajectories) against first guess runs (red curves) over a period of
5 days for the German Bight pilot case. The yellow dots indicate the release locations. The red trajectories in the left plot are based on a higher bottom roughness
estimation. The red trajectories in the right plot are related to a reduction of the momentum diffusion in the surface layer. The pictures also show the 10, 20, and
30 m isobaths in the domain, superimposed as gray lines.
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requirements to advance the state-of-the-art in a wide set
of sectors, from storm and risk now-casting to sustainable
aquaculture, from coastal hazard management to offshore
wind farm operation or as support of search/rescue and
coastal management activities. These applications have used
available metocean data to provide explicit error assessments,
illustrating the technical and economic feasibility of the proposed
methodology and products, for both mild and severe metocean
conditions. The heat summer waves in the Catalan coast pilot
case or storm that hit the Adriatic pilot case in the last week
of October 2018 are typical examples. The data to characterize
energetic drivers such as the strong winds and extensive rainfall
leading to the Venice flooding were made available on demand,
following standardized protocols. The predictability of the
intensity and timing of such energetic events was investigated,
paying special attention to the phase shift between storm surge
predictions and astronomical tide, which was crucial in limiting
the extent of flood damage for the Venice pilot case. Flooding
was limited by the fortunate mismatch between storm surge
and astronomical tides, which limited flooding damages, as
opposed to a later event (12th November, 2019), during which
the recorded sea level reached just 7 cm below the peak of the
historical 1966 flood (Cavaleri et al., 2020). The water renovation
and peaks in temperature or nutrient concentrations (Cerralbo
et al., 2019) for semi-enclosed coastal bays was forecast to enable
users such as aquaculture farmers to take anticipatory action.
Special attention was paid to the predictability of local wind
fields, enhancing natural renovation and controlling suspended
matter concentrations (Grifoll et al., 2019) and thus water quality
for aquaculture management. In these applications Sentinel
data can play a key role in early warning and risk assessments,
limiting the uncertainty in flooding time/intensity or in water
quality temperature/concentration peaks. Surge predictions and
shelf circulation/water levels can benefit from using the spatial
pattern of wind and sea level provided by RS, together with the
time variation from in-situ data. The proposed combination
of satellite/in-situ data and numerical forecasts in restricted
domains can overcome present modeling limits in terms of
capturing fast moving pressure minima, introducing shelf sea
level patterns and, in general, improving the quality of short-term
coastal forecasts.
Medicanes, another illustration of sharp coastal gradients,
have been analyzed by a combination of high-resolution models
and Sentinel data, improving the prediction of variables that
are poorly characterized by conventional measurements, such
as near surface wind speeds over the sea, where these cyclones
spend most of their lifetime and where the availability of data
is generally limited. Here, limited area modeling combined
with relevant information on the location of the cyclone centre
provided by RS has led to an improved nowcasting capability.
Sentinel data are able to represent such spatial wind patterns
and gradients with unprecedented resolution, offering new
perspectives on the detailed wind structures in these cyclones,
while providing also a unique tool for their accurate monitoring
and nowcasting. This is exemplified by the rapid changes of sea
level gradients observed in the Venice coast, which illustrate the
challenge for improved predictions: differences larger than 0.30 m

requirement for enhanced coastal applications, in which wave
and currents interact and are affected by non-linear processes
that may lead to different results, depending on the selected
parameters or closure sub-models.
These advances illustrate possible synergies between highresolution models, satellite data and in-situ observations,
supported by co-developed user interfaces that have shown
throughout the project the coastal potential of CMEMS products.
CEASELESS results demonstrate the potential of the proposed
coastal products for their eventual ingestion into a properly
verified CMEMS coastal extension, playing an increasingly
important role in assessments as well as decision/policy making.
Proposed recommendations for verifying coastal products and
enabling quality comparisons against existing regional products
are based on principles of: (a) simplicity (ease of use); (b)
reproducibility (ability for CMEMS customers to confirm and use
verification data); (c) extensibility (verification products that are
relevant and useable for both offshore and coastal domains). The
following points summarize some of the suggested good practice
criteria for verifying the quality of coastal predictions:
• Apply “neighborhood verification,” in which a probabilistic
analysis of model results is performed, using a
neighborhood of model data points surrounding the
observation or study point (Ebert, 2009), as a unified
approach to verification in both offshore and coastal zones.
This enables users to understand not only model skill, but
also the scales over which data can be applied.
• Verify with robust error metrics, such as Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), Random Error Reduction (RER) or
Continuous Rank Probability Score (CRPS; Hersbach,
2000) to determine forecast skill and long-term model
evolution. RER and MAE are metrics well aligned with
the generic requirement for simplicity in CMEMS product
verification. CRPS score is suggested for ensemble forecasts,
where it can be compared with RER or MAE for the present
generation of deterministic forecasts when examining long
term service changes.
• Verify data together with metadata, for example distance
to the coast, to provide users with a better understanding
of the limits for model performance, e.g., as a function of
coverage or coastal distance. Verifications should include
a discussion of application limits with illustrative examples
as well as maps of verification ‘blind spots’ in the CMEMS
Quality Information Documents (QuIDs) that are used to
summarize model performance.
• Verify with explicit post-processing for model and
observation data, including the supporting routines for
CMEMS product verification statistics. This information,
along with application guidelines, should help downstream
users generate their own application-specific verifications.

Limits and Recommendations for
Coastal Applications
The CMEMS-based coastal products developed in CEASELESS,
which include shallow water processes and interactions,
have incorporated local knowledge, stakeholder criteria and
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beach, when renovation is enhanced by favorable wind fields.
This has led to an advancement of present modeling capabilities
for micro-tidal conditions, where the velocities are so weak
(order of a few cm/sec) that conventional Eulerian calibration
becomes difficult. These coastal cases require an accurate topobathymetric description that can be provided by S2 satellitederived bathymetry (SDB), supplying an evolving and consistent
domain geometry (shorelines, bed forms and isobaths) that are
essential for an accurate prediction of current-wave coupled
fields, where the differences in HS may exceed 100%, with sudden
increases of more than 1.0 m. The potential of SDB to infer strong
enough wave fields, modulated by seabed geometry, has also been
assessed for the Danish coast case, exploring the potential of S2
images to detect wind mill wakes and local wave fields. These
applications are very relevant considering the rapid development
of offshore windfarms in coastal areas like the North Sea and
Baltic Sea, but also to other shelf seas in Europe, providing criteria
to determine the limits in atmospheric conditions that enable
detecting wind-sea surface-sea bed-structure interactions. Such

between sea levels at coastal tide gauges and the nearby North
Adriatic oceanographic tower (15 km offshore and in 16 m
water depth) decreased suddenly when the sea level at the
tower dropped by 0.20 m in about 5 min (Figure 13) due
to the sudden halt of the Sirocco sea wind associated to the
passage of the meteorological front. This illustrates how the
wind stress was supporting the increase in mean sea level and
the spatial gradients between coastal and offshore locations, and
how improved forecasting and error bounding can result from
simultaneous offshore and coastal data acquisition.
Semi-enclosed domains, such as the Southern Ebro Delta
Bay (Figure 14), have demonstrated the key role played by sea
level in water quality and renovation times, controlled by wind,
atmospheric pressure, land discharges, resonant seiching, and sea
level at the bay mouth. CMEMS-forced predictions, calibrated for
one full year with field campaigns, have allowed characterising
temperature and nutrient/pollutant concentrations, supporting
the control of water quality in the bay by means of pulsed
land discharges and transient breaching in the fronting barrier

FIGURE 13 | Time evolution and relationship between HS at the Aqua Alta tower (Northern Adriatic Sea pilot) and the sea level differences between the coastal
(termed Lido) and the tower tide gauges (A) together with mean sea level variations between the tower and two coastal gauges (B). Note the sharp gradients
occurring at 135 min at the tower signal, associated to the passage of the cold front on 29–30th October, 2018. Large numbers in the top plot indicate the day
within the event duration.
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number of storms (more than 1000), and simulated using the
advanced CEASELESS parameterizations. Error estimations have
been based on triple collocation for fields such as waves, using
S3 altimeter wave height measurements, to assess systematic and
stochastic errors (Schulz-Stellenfleth and Staneva, 2019). The
assessment comes from a comparison that takes into account how
in-situ data can be affected by measurement errors. Separating
error contributions from in-situ or satellite data is in general
not possible, unless numerical simulations are introduced into
the analysis. Satellite and numerical model data are assumed
to be affected by calibration errors, while all three data sources
are considered to be affected by stochastic errors, taken as
independent and additive components. The in-situ data are taken
as a reference, in the sense that no biases or calibration errors
are considered. The assumption of stochastic error independence
could be violated if the three data sources present different
spatial resolutions, as is usually the case in many coastal
applications. The parameter estimation for error distributions
is based on the first and second order moments of the input
data from the three mentioned sources. The model error, e.g.,
for significant wave height data, can be formulated as follows
(Schulz-Stellenfleth and Staneva, 2019):

FIGURE 14 | Differences (in days) for bay water renovation, in terms of
e-flushing times, when applying different interventions (all based on natural bay
functioning) to the Southern Ebro Delta bay, a microtidal environment in the
NW Mediterranean. All plots depict the control run (without any intervention)
minus the run with intervention, which can be of three types: (1) pulsed land
discharges with different discharge rates, named R1for low and R2 for high
flow discharges (A,B); (2) transient connections to open sea with beach
breaching of different widths, named B1 for narrow, B2 for medium and B3 for
wide breaching (C–E). The color scale indicates the variation in renovation
times (in days), where negative/positive values indicate shorter/longer
e-flushing times due to the intervention (compared to the control simulation).

Buoy

Hs

HsS3 = αS3 Hs + bS3 + εS3
HsWAM = αWAM Hs + bWAM + εWAM

(5)

Here, HS is the “true” significant wave height, and bS3 and
bWAM are possible biases of satellite and model data. Both model
and the satellite data may be affected by calibration problems
represented by the factors αWAM and αS3 . All three data sets have
stochastic errors εBuoy , εS3 , and εWAM as additive components and
these are assumed to be independent. The in-situ measurement is
taken as a reference, meaning that no biases or calibration errors
are considered (n is sample size):

expansion of wind farms from coastal areas to open seas may
affect the modeling requirements for tower and turbine design,
since metocean conditions will become more isotropic and may
not require the high-resolution coupled modeling approach of
coastal areas. However, interactions between wind, waves and
wakes will affect wind energy assessments and the resulting sea
conditions, which need a more systematic research, as proved by
the project results. Here, the role of satellite data combined with
atmospheric models needs to be refined and applied with nested
or unstructured grids, starting from regional or even global
simulations. The combination of in-situ and SAR measurements
can help advancing the present level of knowledge, so that the
next generation of atmospheric models can better assess the
renewable energy resource under local wind farm conditions,
supporting future planning and operation decisions.
Renewable wind energy exploitation will benefit from wind
resource maps, as the ones here produced for European seas
using SAR wind fields (from 2002 to present) and ASCAT wind
fields (covering 2017 and 2018). These maps are available at
different levels above the sea surface (from 10 to 150 m) and
have been updated periodically to include the latest S1 data, for
a CMEMS integration accompanied by good practice criteria
for downscaling and subsequent elaboration. This elaboration
includes a probabilistic analysis for relevant parameters to map
uncertainties with a spatial resolution of 0.02◦ . The results have
served to develop an extreme wind and wave atlas for the
pilot sites, based on the modeling of a statistically significant
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= Hs + εBuoy

1X x
Hs With x = Buoy, S3, WAM
n
1X x y
=
Hs Hs − Mx My With x, y = Buoy, S3, WAM (6)
n

Mx =
Cxy

In this error analysis, the effective resolutions of numerical
simulations and altimeter data were very similar, which led to
disregarding error correlations. The plotted results, using the
altimeter tracks of S3A (Figure 15, top left), show the CMEMS
buoy positions (blue diamonds) together with the GTS positions
(red triangles). Each track was passed by the satellite about
once per month during the analysis period, which was 2018. An
illustration of the resulting HS field (AMM15 for 9th December,
2018 at 00:00 UTC) is also shown in the figure (top right).
Collocation assumes that: (a) model points are interpolated to
the buoy location using linear interpolation; (b) model points
are interpolated to the closest altimeter point using linear
interpolation; (c) both buoy and model data are interpolated
to the satellite overflight time. The comparison between wave
height measurements from the Elbe buoy (20 km offshore)
with ascending (red) and descending (green) satellite tracks is
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FIGURE 15 | Sentinel-3a tracks together with positions (top left) of CMEMS in-situ wave measurement stations (blue diamonds) and additional GTS wave stations
(red triangles), together with an example (top right) of CMEMS AMM17 model HS values for the North Sea pilot case on 10th December, 2018 00:00 UTC. The
three bottom panels show a comparison of HS (significant wave height) measured by the Elbe buoy with numerical model results (bottom left), and Sentinel-3A
altimeter measurements (bottom centre) for 2018. After correcting model and satellite data with the calibration factors and bias parameters estimated in the triple
collocation procedure, the comparison between Sentinel 3 and modeled data shows (bottom right) limited differences for ascending (asc)and descending (desc)
satellite passes, represented by red (asc) and green triangles (desc), respectively.

also shown (Figure 15, bottom) with the bias and calibration
corrected values, for both model and S3A data. The smallest
stochastic errors correspond to the buoy, and the widespread
assumption that satellite passes from land to sea are affected by a
stronger noise could not be observed in the analyses. The scatter
of estimated values depends, to some degree, on the relatively
small sample size, a situation that will improve with time as longer
time series from S3A become available.
Stochastic errors have been estimated by triple collocation for
S3, WAM modeling and buoy data, showing reasonable error
levels in all three datasets, with only a few cases exceeding
0.2 m, suitable for many coastal applications. The average
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errors estimated for simulated fields (WAM), buoy observations
(Buoys) and S3 data, considering all the buoy locations in the
German Bight, are given by:
MEAN(ε WAM AMM15 ) = 0.174m
MEAN(ε Buoys ) = 0.117m
MEAN(ε S3 ) = 0.137m

(7)

Buoy data presents the smallest errors on average, followed by
altimeter and model data. Part of the observed scatter, due to the
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modeling level, where collocation errors and sub-resolution
effects may need to be taken into account. This happens,
for instance, in coastal wave modeling, where the errors of
in-situ measurements (e.g., wave buoys) can no longer be
ignored in validation studies. The variety of field instruments
nowadays available, with different observation characteristics,
require multi-collocation methods to monitor errors in RS, insitu and modeled datasets. This type of method has been used
here to identify both systematic and stochastic errors, where
monitoring the performance of model and instruments on a
continuous basis would be required, based on common standards
and documented analyses. Such a methodological approach will
increase the effectiveness for research, practical applications
and operational/data products. The scatter introduced by the
relatively small size of in-situ samples and the large spatial
coverage of satellite observations, albeit at a low frequency of
revisit times, needs an adaptive quality control, avoiding present
limitations (in knowledge/data) that hamper further coastal
applications, particularly for coastal geometries.
The coupled approach, new parameterizations and
assimilation developed in CEASELESS have enhanced
the capabilities of state-of-the-art models (e.g., WAM,
WAVEWATCH, SWAN, NEMO, or ROMS) and the scientific
and practical performance of regional data assimilation. This
underpins the potential of a CMEMS coastal extension, based
on anisotropic errors, memory limits and derived (stakeholderoriented) variables from coupled simulations. Although the
coastal system memory is comparatively short, the project has
demonstrated how to make the most of CMEMS products
for limited domain size assimilation. The main applications
proposed consist of rapidly cycling short-range forecasts (such
as nowcasts) or reanalysis products. The assimilation for
two-way coupled circulation-wave models should include the
proposed approach for data assimilation, as illustrated by the
NEMOVAR software for assimilation (Saulter et al., 2020),
enabling a smooth operational integration of data assimilation
in coastal oceanography. Such a development could take
place as part of a CMEMS service extension, illustrating how
coastal forecasting systems can deliver improved analyses and
short-range forecasts based on CMEMS.
Regarding future work, CEASELESS has identified the need
of upgrading data assimilation by covering an enhanced range
of variables, such as wave height, period and direction for wave
fields, or the 3D structure for circulation fields. The incorporation
of new retrackers (e.g., SAMOSA++, Dinardo et al., 2020;
Fenoglio et al., 2021) can provide a much-needed seamless
coverage between offshore and coastal domains (Roohi et al.,
2019), avoiding the conventional cut-off of exploitable data at
about 30 to 40 km from the coast and bringing it down to shorter
distances (below 10 km). CEASELESS work has determined that,
when starting at 5 km from the coast and moving offshore,
the error decreases steadily in both satellite and model data,
based on advanced state-of-art codes suitably calibrated for the
domain geometry and metocean conditions. These models and
post-processing routines should combine all relevant coastal
processes for each application, enhancing the application field of
coastal predictions, illustrated by wave-current interactions and

small sample sizes, will be reduced by the expected steady growth
of simulated and observed data for coastal areas.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION FOR A
CONTINUED CMEMS EXTENSION
TOWARD THE COAST
Copernicus evolution and applications with sentinel
enhancements and land effluents for shores and seas has
contributed to pave the way for a CMEMS coastal extension that
should consider: (a) scientific aspects, such as coastal processes
and their parameterization, conditioned by coastal discretization
and evolving bathymetry; (b) application requirements, where
conflicting stakeholder views and coastal error patterns may
limit applicability; (c) social benefits, commonly found in coastal
applications but also on coastal early warning with explicit
error bars and a transparent procedure, to facilitate the use of
numerical predictions for decision making.
These three elements determine the technical, economic and
scientific viability of such a CMEMS coastal extension, which
will also depend on site- and application-specific characteristics.
The North Adriatic pilot case has supported the Venice authority
in charge of local tidal forecasts in organizing a workshop for
identifying and quantifying the uncertainty of such forecasts.
The Catalan coast pilot has promoted the execution of new field
campaigns to characterize water quality and bathymetry at two
coastal bays, supporting a co-management table that considers
improved predictions. The Danish and German pilots have
prompted new datasets and industrial applications in renewable
energy extraction, aquaculture and search/rescue operations.
Operational services such as ECMWF and the Met Office in
the United Kingdom have improved the reliability and accuracy
of their predictions by ingesting CEASELESS developments in
assimilation, ensemble predictions, and coastal error metrics.
By merging in-situ, satellite and high-resolution numerical
data, the project has explored synergies among different data
sources and strategies for parameter optimization, leading to
improved metocean coupled predictions in coastal restricted
domains. To comply with stakeholder requirements, these highresolution predictions should include: (a) cross validation with
multiple source measurements; (b) consistent provision of
accuracy for all sensors; (c) optimal blending of information from
satellite, in-situ and modeled data. However, the low probability
of having a satellite overpass coincident with a critical period,
such as a storm peak (i.e., right place at the right time) constitutes
the main limitation of the CEASELESS methodology, suggesting
as an alternative, a posteriori applications of the proposed
methodology, using Sentinel data for hindcast verification and
improvement of modeling physics.
Calibrating coupled atmospheric-circulation-wave models
requires a synergetic merging of satellite data (providing
spatial structure for the sea surface) and in-situ observations
(providing vertical structure and temporal variation, albeit at
a scarce number of points). Subsequent validations, based on
different data sets, represent a tough challenge, because of
differences in the data resolution and/or accuracy, and in the
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same applies to S2 derived bathymetry (SDB) and shoreline
dynamics, where the fusion of SDB with existing datasets (for
instance, EMODnet) will become an important topic in coastal
areas, dynamically evolving at multiple scales and affecting
hydrodynamic simulations. This suggests combining SDB with
submerged LIDAR images to assist modeling and downscaling
by suitable routines, promoting a wider uptake of unstructured
mesh applications and local validation. These achievements
need to be supported by automated workflows and multitenant
collaboration, leading to a sustained coastal extension, with
improved skill scores for original variables (wind velocity, wave
height, etc.) but also for derived variables such as particle
transport or renovation times. Here, the project results have
shown that improvements in skill score may reach values close to
0.9, significantly advancing present performance for off-line and
on-line products.
Large data sets and high-resolution coupling will demand
increasing computing capacity, suggesting a change in approach,
for which cloud-based solutions have been explored for
scalability, in terms of computing processing power. These
alternatives in computational approach will become more
relevant for complex and high-resolution applications, where
coastal bathymetry and shoreline contours may evolve at
short time scales (e.g., under an energetic storm event). The
updating of topo-bathymetric information will play a more
critical role in dynamic shallow water coastal domains, where
there is also a higher number of assets and simultaneous
applications. These requirements will contribute to designing
of next generation cloud-based data infrastructure, as a
platform for developing services reaching a wider variety of
stakeholders. As an example, the technology of the CEASELESS
database has been developed to be accessible through an
application programming interface, while the next version of
the database technology is emerging as Microsoft AZURE
cloud service. Such enhanced interoperability (e.g., of shortterm forecasts) plus their efficient storage and archiving,
will facilitate the development of longer-term data-bases,
suitable for climate and other longer term applications.
Although much remains to be done before a full coastal
characterization can become operational, the project work has
demonstrated how CMEMS, in general, and Sentinel data in
particular, have a promising potential for coastal applications
when combined with in-situ observations and high resolution
coupled simulations. Error estimates will improve with the
availability of a larger number of independent datasets, and this
will benefit many applications via data assimilation with new
error metrics using triple colocation. The observed gradients in
shallow waters presented larger variance and error bars than
those for offshore predictions, attributed to the complicated
generation/dissipation and non-linear interaction processes in
coastal areas. The availability of data sources complementary
to CMEMS is considered to be a good basis for further
optimizing data processing, modeling tools and multi-variable
error assessments. Here, the integration of satellite and in-situ
data with numerical models should lead to more reliable local and
regional fields of metocean variables, enhancing multiple services
to coastal stakeholders that incorporate all relevant coastal
processes in forecasting and analysis. Such advances will further

wave-induced turbulence that can play a key role for modulating
coastal surges and thus affect the application of these products to
manage coastal risks.
The growing availability of new RS data, suitable for correcting
an increased range of variables (e.g., CFOSAT for wave periods)
and the combination of high-resolution deterministic models
with coarser ensemble models, will serve to spin-up predictive
and data assimilation capabilities near the coast. These advances
should push forward coastal applications, like those explored in
CEASELESS (the metocean on-demand portal is just an example)
and for more L2 oceanographic coastal products. Although
new satellites may provide better directional wave information
(e.g., CFOSAT when compared to SAR images), the minimum
wavelength should be considered near the land boundary, where
for CFOSAT it is about 60 m wave length, which may limit the
applications for Mediterranean wave fields, with modal periods
clearly below 10 s.
The increasing wealth of coastal observations/simulations
will require, from an application perspective, on-demand and
easy accessibility to the data. The challenge of bringing
modeling, in situ and satellite data into coastal activities must
be supported by a deep knowledge of stakeholder demands,
regarding data quality and resolution. This, in turn, needs
technical competence and building trust against other industry
standards. From here, CMEMS-based products are expected
to progressively enter into coastal decision-making procedures,
providing an answer to coastal societal challenges in a wide
range of new digital services integrating metocean data. Such an
evolution will reinforce the position of the Copernicus Marine
Service as a pan-EU core service, with coastal applications,
as proposed in CEASELESS, based on a clear co-delineation
and co-development with downstream coastal systems (e.g.,
operated by local actors or member state institutes). Flexible
data access is critical, as proved by CEASELESS applications,
so that an efficient interaction with stakeholders is achieved to
ingest (interoperable) data within optimized workflows. This
development is well illustrated through the MOOD O&M
(MetOcean-On-Demand Operation & Maintenance) application
in the CEASELESS pilot case at the Danish Coast (Figure 2).
This new decision support tool exploits the more accurate
and validated CEASELESS results to provide better planning
advice for the operation and maintenance (O&M) of offshore
windfarms. To maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of
offshore wind O&M plans, downscaled metocean conditions with
variables tailored to infer vessel motions directly, can provide two
key decision inputs for O&M applications: (a) safety of technician
transfer from support vessels to the offshore wind turbine;
(b) motions experienced during the trip, which can result in
seasickness of the technicians when arriving to the offshore wind
turbine. Here, CEASELESS has demonstrated how an advanced
prediction of weather windows for port to offshore wind farm
trips, can result in improved O&M and lower risk levels,
particularly when supported by a user interface co-created with
major stakeholders.
More research is needed for new parameters, depending
on the application, but illustrated by salinity, wave steepness
or surface currents, subject to coastal zone gradients, and
relevant for water quality and socio-economic activities. The
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org
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bound error levels in most coastal applications, complying with
present stakeholder requirements and underpinning the CMEMS
extension toward the coast.
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